STUDENT CONTRIBUTIONS

Book Review

To the Top End
Our Trip across Australia

Basically, this story is about a family who travels across Australia, the characters aren’t really explained much. This book was spectacular, the pictures were great, it kept you mesmerised and turning the pages. The pictures are full of detail and so many things, I especially like the way the words are written, either to show which road they took, or to show how things moved, like a ball or a wedge tailed eagle.

I recommend this book to all ages! Infants will enjoy looking at the many pictures, and adult and kids will be lost in the pages of this marvellous book. Perfectly written and perfectly drawn. Rating for this book is 5 out of 5.

Ben, Year 6

Joy

Joy is as pink as roses,
Sweet as a nightingale’s song.
Joy looks like a rainbow,
Tastes like a toffee.
Joy smells like flowers,
Feels bouncy.

by Kaitlin, yr 4
Jasper, Khan and Jasmine visiting some of our National Parks and attractions

Bushwalking in Coolah Top National Park, Queensland

Dog on the Tuckerbox, Gundagai, NSW

View from Lonesome National Park, Qld

Rock Art, Carnarvon Gorge Nation Park - the Art Gallery

Creek at Coolah Top National Park

Butterflies by Jasmine
Sweet creature model by Jasper

The original drawing for the sweet creature model

Emma's postcard

Amber's butterfly

Amber's flowers and fire engine

Crocodile by Indigo

Emma's mask and hand puppet
Below is Ben’s Marine Mania picture and above is the print on fabric.

Ben making his mask

Ben’s completed mask
The Roberts' family at Cape York, the northern most tip of mainland Australia.

Fishing at Seisa which faces Thursday Island and Prince of Wales Island

Beatrice visiting with the Roberts' children during their stay at Bamaga Resort, Cape York

The following art works were created by yr 4-5 students participating in Linda McEwan's Centra online lessons

Sunset, Cape York Peninsula
Craft from Natasha and her sister Nadia. Snake puppets, biscuits and snake habitat.

The following photo was taken when the Mitchell family visited with members of a Masai tribe in Africa.

Recently two of our students visited the school and entertained the staff with a violin recital. Thank you Mimi and Zuzu.

Blake and Cameron enjoying bungy trampolining at Kings Beach on the Sunshine Coast and cable skiing in Cairns, Queensland.
The Smedley family enjoying the varied attractions of the Gold Coast, Sunshine Coast and Hervey Bay

Xavier and Felix at their home in Cinque Terre, Italy and eating ice creams by the fountain in Prato, Italy.